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Abstract

Numerical simulation is essential for the prediction and evaluation of 
hydrocarbon reservoir performance. Numerical simulators developed for the 
description of the behavior of hydrates under production and the 
corresponding flow of fluids and heat accounting for all known processes are 
powerful, but they need validation through comparison to field or 
experimental data in order to instill confidence in their predictions. In this 
study, we analyze by means of numerical simulation the results of an 
experiment of methane hydrate dissociation by thermal stimulation in 
unconsolidated porous media heated through the vessel walls. The physics 
captured by the model include multicomponent heat and mass transfer, 
multiphase flow through porous media, and the phase behavior of the CH4 + 
H2O system involved in methane hydrate formation and dissociation. The set 
of governing equations consists of the mass and energy conservation 
equations coupled with constitutive relationships, i.e., the dissolution of gas 
in H2O, relative permeability and capillary pressure models, composite 
thermal conductivity models, and methane hydrate phase equilibria. The 



model geometry describes accurately the hydrate reactor used in a recent 
experimental study investigating methane hydrate dissociation behavior 
[Chong et. al. Appl. Energy 2016, 177, 409–421]. The cumulative gas 
production is estimated and validated against three tests of experimental 
data involving different boundary temperatures, showing a good agreement 
between observations and numerical predictions. The predicted evolution of 
the spatial distributions of different phases over time shows that hydrate 
dissociation progresses inward from the reactor boundary to the center, 
methane gas accumulates to the top of the reactor because of buoyancy, 
and water migrates down to the bottom of the reactor because of gravity. A 
sharp hydrate dissociation front is predicted, and the estimated location of 
hydrate dissociation front suggests a linear relationship with the square root 
of time. A sensitivity analysis on the thermal conductivity of sand under fully 
saturated conditions is conducted to elucidate its effect on the gas 
production behavior. In addition, the energy efficiency ratio computed from 
the simulation of this boundary-wall heating technique varies from 14.0 to 
16.2. Deviations between observations and predictions of the evolution of 
the temperature profile are attributed to initial heterogeneous distribution of 
the hydrate phase in the hydrate reactor.

1. Introduction

Natural gas hydrates (NGHs) are solid crystalline compounds that consist of 
water and natural gas molecules, where water molecules form cagelike 
crystal lattices encaging the natural gas molecules under low-temperature 
and high-pressure conditions. NGHs in nature are typically found under deep 
sea and permafrost locations.(2−4) Methane is the most common hydrate-
forming gas in nature in overwhelming abundance. Because of their ability to
store effectively large amounts of gas (1 m3 of CH4 hydrate can contain as 
much as 184 m3 of CH4 at STP(5)) and the estimates of enormous 
recoverable CH4 volumes from them (∼20 000 trillion cubic meters(6)), 
methane hydrate (MH) reservoirs have been considered to be the next major
unconventional source of energy. This realization provided the impetus for 
significant multidisciplinary research efforts in several countries (e.g., 
Canada, China, Germany, Japan, India, Russia, South Korea, Singapore, U.K., 
United States, etc.). Comprehensive drilling, logging, and coring programs 
have been implemented during the past two decades to identify the 
locations of promising MH reservoirs (as production targets) and determine 
their properties.(7) Field-scale production tests have been conducted in both 
permafrost and marine deposits to assess the technical feasibility of 
recovering CH4 from MH reservoirs.(8) In addition, because of the paucity of 
undisturbed cores of hydrate-bearing sediments (HBS), there is a large body 
of research carried out in laboratories worldwide to synthesize hydrate 
samples that are representative of naturally occurring HBS. Such samples 
are critically important in the effort to characterize their mechanical and 
thermophysical properties and to study their formation and dissociation 
behavior.(9,10)



MH reservoirs are typically classified into four main classes: (i) Class 1 
accumulations are composed of a hydrate-bearing layer (HBL) with an 
underlying two-phase fluid zone of mobile gas and liquid water. (ii) Class 2 
deposits comprise a HBL overlying a zone of mobile water. (iii) Class 3 
accumulations are composed of a single HBL without existence of underlying 
zone of mobile fluids. (iv) Class 4 hydrates refer to the many oceanic, 
dispersed, low-saturated hydrate accumulations.(8) There are three main 
production methods: (i) depressurization, in which the pressure (P) is lowered
below the hydrate equilibrium pressure (Peq) at the prevailing temperature 
(T); (ii) thermal stimulation, in which T is raised above the hydrate 
equilibrium temperature (Teq) at the prevailing P; and (iii) use of inhibitors 
(salts or alcohols), which shift the hydrate Peq–Teqequilibrium.(11) The fourth 
method involves the use of CO2 (and possibly other gases, such as N2) to 
replace CH4 in hydrates. It was proposed by Ohgaki et al.(12) and has been 
tested both in laboratory experiments(13) and during the Ignik Sikumi field 
test.(14) It is also possible (and often advisible) to use combinations of the 
aforementioned production methods.

A number of reservoir simulations on gas production behavior via various 
production methods for different classes of MH reservoirs have been carried 
out. A comprehensive summary of the production performance and 
conclusions drawn from simulations was presented by Moridis et al.(3) It was 
found that Class 1 reservoirs are the most promising and desirable systems 
that require the least amount of energy to destabilize and release gas.
(15,16) Gas production from Classes 2 and 3 may have significant potential 
depending on the flow properties of the hydrate reservoir and the initial 
thermodynamic state of the hydrate,(17−22) and such potential can be 
significantly augmented by the use of horizontal wells.(23) Class 4 hydrate 
accumulations do not appear to be economically viable for gas production 
because of their unbounded nature and dispersed occurrence.(24,25) In 
addition, compared to the thermal stimulation method, depressurization is a 
more effective and economically viable approach for most hydrate 
reservoirs.(17)

The main thermophysical processes involved in hydrate dissociation are (a) 
mass transfer with multiphase fluid flow in porous media; (b) heat transfer by
convection and conduction; and (c) the chemical and thermodynamic 
changes associated with state changes of the CH4 + H2O system during the 
reaction of hydrate dissociation and formation, including the associated 
enthalpy.(26)The three thermo-physical processes are coupled during 
hydrate dissociation–formation, and any one of them could become a limiting
factor, depending on the dissociation methods and reservoir conditions. The 
hydrate formation–dissociation can be treated either as an equilibrium 
phenomena (appropriate for longer processes) or as a kinetic (appropriate 
for short-term processes) reaction.(23) Three classic kinetic models 
describing the kinetic behavior of CH4 hydrate dissociation reviewed in the 



literature(26) are (a) the Kim–Bishnoi model,(27) (b) the Selim–Sloan model,
(28)and (c) the Yousif model.(29)

The Kim et al.(27) semiempirical model is based on fugacity differences 
(between the actual and the equilibrium conditions) being the driving force 
and assumes practically negligible heat- and mass-transfer resistance. Clarke
and Bishnoi(30) further improved on the value of the intrinsic kinetic rate 
coefficient of the Kim–Bishnoi model by quantifying the hydrate particle size 
and the reaction surface area. The Kim–Bishnoi model has been widely 
adopted by most researchers quantifying the hydrate dissociation kinetic 
rate. The model of Selim and Sloan(28) treated hydrate dissociation as a 
one-dimensional (1D) semi-infinite moving-boundary ablation problem and 
involved an estimate of the moving speed of the hydrate dissociation front 
based on heat transfer under conditions of a constant boundary 
temperature(28) and a constant heat flux.(31) Scaling analysis of the 
governing equations led to the development of an analytical solution to the 
dissociation problem. The model of Yousif et al.(29) coupled multiphase flow 
behavior in porous media with a kinetic reaction of hydrate decomposition 
and formed a basis for hydrate reservoir modeling. The aforementioned 1D 
analytical models developed in the early 1990s were the underlying blocks 
for the 2D or 3D numerical models and reservoir simulators(32−34) 
developed later.

State-of-the-art hydrate reservoir simulators summarized in a review 
paper(26) include (a) the TOUGH+Hydrate simulator(35,36) and its earlier 
versions,(37−41) including the open-source version HydrateResSim;(42) (b) 
the MH21 code developed by a Japanese research team;(43) (c) the STOMP-
HYD code developed by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory;(44) (d) the 
commercial simulator CMG-STARS developed by Computer Modeling Group;
(45) and (e) the Hydrasim simulator developed by the University of Calgary.
(46) Comparisons of several different reservoir simulation codes and their 
results using a set of test problems have been carried out and reported in 
several works.(47)

The application of numerical simulators to model hydrate dissociation 
behavior in laboratory-scale reactors provides unique opportunities for model
validation under controlled conditions (a very difficult proposition under field 
conditions). Once this is achieved, a deeper understanding of the system 
behavior and the dominant factors controlling it can be gained, and the 
simulator can be used for better design of laboratory experiments.(48,49) 
For these reasons, such a use of numerical simulators is an important issue 
in the analysis of the significant body of research carried out in several 
laboratories around the world that focus on the formation and dissociation of 
hydrates and the corresponding gas and water production.(50−52) The scale
of hydrate reactors typically varies from millimeters to meters,(9,51,52) 
which is substantially different from reservoir-scale studies that range from 
tens to hundreds or even thousands of meters.(38) Thus, the dissociation 
behavior (as affected by heat-transfer issues) and the rates of fluid (gas and 



water) production are expected to be different depending on the scale of the 
study.

An understanding of the fundamentals of the hydrate dissociation behavior in
laboratory experiments is important, as it can lead to the identification of 
important factors that control the system behavior. Such knowledge may be 
critically useful in the design and analysis of full-scale, long-term field tests 
of gas production from hydrates. Therefore, building confidence in the 
numerical models based on a good agreement between experimental data 
and numerical predictions is essential to bridge knowledge gaps and improve
our understanding of the complex behavior of gas hydrates. A significant 
advantage of numerical simulation is its capability to provide relatively 
inexpensively (as compared to experiments) insights into the hydrate 
dissociation process, to identify key properties and parameters of the 
system, to assess production sensitivity to them, and to predict the flows of 
water and gas in the reservoir and to the wellbore under different scenarios. 
In addition, simulations can predict the evolution of the spatial distributions 
of the aqueous (A), gas (G), and hydrate (H) phases during the dissociation 
process. A number of flow, thermal, and thermodynamic properties (e.g., 
media porosity, permeability, thermal conductivity, specific heat, enthalpy of
dissociation, kinetic reaction parameters, etc.) play a significant role in 
controlling hydrate dissociation through the interaction of the various 
coupled processes. Thus, multiple parametric studies and sensitivity analysis
using numerical simulation can be conducted (often concurrently) to 
determine the relative importance of critical parameters and, consequently, 
to devise effective production strategies accordingly. Furthermore, numerical
simulation used in an inverse modeling (history-matching) mode makes 
possible the estimation of key parameters and the optimization of production
to meet specific criteria. A satisfactory match between observations and 
predictions through the optimization process can help validate the 
underlying constitutive models and the values of the associated parameters.
(53,54)

The main objectives of this study are (a) to employ the state-of-the-art 
TOUGH+Hydrate v1.5 numerical simulator(35,36) (hereafter referred to as 
T+H) to investigate the dissociation of methane hydrates by thermal 
stimulation and the corresponding production of gas and water by analyzing 
data obtained from a set of earlier laboratory experiments involving a 
reactor heated through its boundary walls,(1) (b) to estimate critical system 
parameters through experimental measurements and a history-matching 
process that minimizes deviations between the model predictions and the 
laboratory measurements (thus contributing to the further validation of the 
T+H simulator), and (c) to identify the reasons for the remaining deviations 
between observations and predictions that cannot be further mitigated 
through the history-matching process. The various experimental data sets 
(obtained for different boundary temperatures) provide the necessary 
information for a robust evaluation of the dominant processes and of the 



relevant parameters and for clearly determining trends associated with the 
thermally induced hydrate dissociation.

As a result of the simulation process, we also obtain the spatial distributions 
of the hydrate and gas-phase saturations at select times during the 
dissociation process. The investigation also includes (a) a sensitivity study on
the composite thermal conductivity of the medium to assess its effect on 
dissociation and gas production, (b) a thermal analysis to evaluate the 
energy efficiency ratio (EER) of the thermally induced production method 
used in the laboratory experiments, and (c) a discussion of the possible 
effects of the assumption of uniformity in the initial hydrate saturation on 
fluids production.

2. Numerical Simulation

2.1. T+H Numerical Model

The simulations in this study were conducted using the T+H code,(35,36) a 
numerical simulator developed at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(LBNL) to model the nonisothermal behavior of CH4 hydrate phase change 
(ΔH0 measured to be 56.4 kJ/mol(55)), CH4 release, and fluids flow under 
conditions typical of CH4-hydrate deposits (i.e., in the permafrost and in deep
ocean sediments, as well in any laboratory experimental setup) by solving 
the coupled equations of mass and energy balance equations associated 
with such systems. The code is written in standard FORTRAN 95/2003 to take
advantage of all the object-oriented capabilities and the enhanced 
computational features of that language. It can model all the known 
processes involved in the system response of natural CH4-hydrates in 
complex geologic media, including the flow of fluids and heat, the 
thermophysical properties of reservoir fluids, thermodynamic changes and 
phase behavior, and the nonisothermal chemical reaction of CH4-hydrate 
formation and/or dissociation, which can be described by either an 
equilibrium or a kinetic model. T+H is a fully implicit compositional simulator,
and its formulation accounts for heat and the various mass components that 
are partitioned among four possible phases: gas, aqueous liquid, ice, and 
hydrate. The T+H code can describe all the 15 possible thermodynamic 
states (phase combinations) of the CH4+H2O system (see Figure 1) and any 
combination of the three main hydrate dissociation methods: 
depressurization, thermal stimulation, and the effect of inhibitors. It can 
handle the phase changes, state transitions, strong nonlinearities, and steep 
solution surfaces that are typical of hydrate dissociation problems. A detailed
description of the code, its underlying physics and capabilities, of the 
numerical techniques, and of the various options it provides can be found in 
the code’s user’s manual.(35) When hydrate formation–dissociation is 
treated as a kinetic reaction, the maximum number of mass components is 
four, i.e., H2O, CH4, CH4-hydrate, and a water-soluble inhibitor such as a salt 
or an alcohol. For an equilibrium reaction, the CH4-hydrate is not considered 
a separate chemical compound (component) but only a state of the H2O–



CH4system, and consequently, the maximum number of mass components is 
three: H2O, CH4, and a water-soluble inhibitor. Obviously, the kinetic model is
computationally more demanding as it involves consideration of an 
additional mass balance equation per element of the discretized domain.

Figure 1. Pressure–temperature equilibrium relationship in the phase diagram of the CH4 + H2O + 
hydrate system in T+H showing all possible thermodynamic states.(35)

We modeled the methane hydrate dissociation induced by thermal 
stimulation caused by heating through the rector walls (boundary). In the 
laboratory experiments, the boundary wall had been kept at three different 
temperatures. Earlier studies(23,56) indicated that the treatment of 
dissociation as an equilibrium reaction is appropriate in long-term processes 
(such as gas production from hydrate deposits over long periods) and when 
the P- or T-anomaly that causes dissociation is significant, while a kinetic 
consideration is better suited to short-term processes (not exceeding a few 
days) and mild dissociation-inducing driving forces. An equilibrium reaction 
model is based on the assumption that CH4-hydrate dissociation is fully 
controlled by the hydrate equilibrium curve, while a kinetic model employs 
the model of Kim et al.(27) to depict the hydrate dissociation rate. When the 
kinetic rate constant is large enough, a kinetic rate model would approach an
equilibrium model. In addition, it was showed from a molecular dynamic 
study(57)that the CH4-hydrate decomposition rate in a silica–water–hydrate 
system is much faster than in a hydrate–water system. For these reasons, 
and given the fact that the dissociation-inducing boundary temperatures in 
the study were considerably higher than those of the hydrate in the reactor 
(thus creating a strong driving force), we made the hypothesis that 
dissociation in a sandy medium could be treated as an equilibrium reaction 
in this numerical study despite the relatively short duration of the study. 
With the assumption of an equilibrium model, it is almost certain that this 



will imply the fastest hydrate dissociation rate without kinetic retardation 
and the final CH4recovery ratio will not be affected under the same outlet 
pressure. The Peq–Teq relationships in T+H that describe the liquid–hydrate–
vapor (L–H–V) and the ice–hydrate–vapor (I–H–V) three-phase lines (states) at
equilibrium during dissociation are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. CH4-hydrate: relationship of the equilibrium hydration pressure Peq to the temperature Teq.
(38)

2.2. Model Geometry and Domain Discretization

The simulation domain is depicted in Figure 3 and accurately represented 
the hydrate reactor, which is shown in the photograph (Figure S1) and in the 
cross-sectional schematic drawing (Figure 4). The detailed dimension of the 
cylindrical hydrate reactor is summarized in Table 1. A schematic of the 
complete apparatus used in the laboratory experiments simulating hydrate 
formation and dissociation is shown in Figure S2.



Figure 3. Simulation domain describing the hydrate reactor employed in the experimental study.

Figure 4. Cross-sectional view of the hydrate reactor confirming the accuracy of the simulation domain 
(shaded in orange) in Figure 3.

Table 1. Geometry of the Hydrate Reactor and Pressure Outlet

Parameter value

internal height of reactor 120.0 mm



Parameter value

internal diameter of reactor 102.0 mm

internal volume of reactor 0.98 SL

thickness of reactor wall 15.0 mm

thickness of reactor top and bottom 25.0 mm

external diameter of pressure outlet 10.00 mm

internal diameter of pressure outlet 6.00 mm

material of reactor SS316

Because of radial symmetry, the domain is represented by a cylindrical 
axisymmetric system. We used the MeshMaker v1.5 application(58) for the 
creation of the simulation mesh. The radius of the hydrate reactor is 
discretized into 26 subdivisions Δr (1 × 1.0 mm and 25 × 2.0 mm), with an 
additional outermost element (cell) of Δr = 0.1 mm at the outer rim of the 
domain representing the constant-temperature boundary where the 
circulating water bath is located. The height of the interior of the reactor is 
discretized into 48 subdivisions of equal size Δz = 2.5 mm, with 2 additional 
elements of size Δz = 0.1 mm at the top and bottom of the system 
representing the constant-temperature boundaries of the domain. The 
pressure outlet is located at the top center of the apparatus and has a radius
of 3.0 mm in Figure 3. This discretization resulted in a total of 1350 cells. Of 
these, 1248 were active cells depicting the reactor core with the dissociating 
hydrate and 102 were inactive cells representing the time-invariable 
boundaries. The equilibrium dissociation option chosen to analyze the results
of the laboratory study involved the solution of 3 equations per element (the 
mass balance of the H2O and the CH4 components and the heat balance of 
the entire system), resulting in a system of 3744 simultaneous equations.

2.3. Initial and Boundary Conditions



The initial conditions (P, T, and phase saturations) in the hydrate-bearing 
sand in the reactor core were estimated from experimental measurement(1) 
and are listed in Table 2. The phase saturations are assumed to be uniformly 
distributed in the system and are the same for all experiments and 
simulation cases. Similarly, the flow properties (porosity and permeability; 
see Table S1) were assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic in the core. It 
is important to note that the assumption of uniform spatial distributions of 
the various phase (a) may have important implications in the analysis of the 
experimental results and (b) could not be independently validated through 
direct observations because of lack of X-ray computed tomography (CT) 
scanning facilities, but (c) it is possible (but by no means certain) that 
information on its validity could be inferred from the simulation results.

Table 2. Initial Conditions of Hydrate Bearing Sediment Inside Hydrate 
Reactor

parameter value

gas composition 100% CH4

initial pressure 6.2 MPa

initial temperature 281.5 K

bottom hole pressure 4.5 MPa

initial hydrate saturation (SH) 0.4

initial aqueous saturation (SA) 0.56

initial gas saturation (SG) 0.04

hydration number (NH) 6.1

The specifics of the three laboratory experiments of hydrate dissociation by 
thermal stimulation (labeled as H3, H5, and H6, as was the naming 
convention in the experimental study(1)) are listed in Table 3, which 



corresponds to simulation cases (cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively). In addition,
two simulation cases associated with the conditions of the H2 experiment 
(cases 4 and 5) are listed that aim to determine the system sensitivity and 
response to the thermal conductivity of the porous medium under fully 
saturated conditions (referred to as “wet” thermal conductivity).

Table 3. Boundary Conditions and Sand Wet Thermal Conductivities in 
Simulated Cases

dissociatio
n method

experiment/
simulation cases

outlet
pressure

(MPa)

boundary
temperatur

e (K)

sand wet
thermal

conductivity
(W/m/K)

thermal 
stimulation

H3/case 1 4.5 280.7 0.5

H5/case 2 4.5 283.2 0.5

H6/case 3 4.5 285.2 0.5

H5/case 4 4.5 283.2 1.5

H5/case 5 4.5 283.2 2.5

The outermost subdivisions of the discretized domain (at the top, bottom, 
and maximum radius of the domain) surround the representation of the 
reactor core and describe the circulating water bath that was kept at 
constant temperatures (i.e., they are Dirichlet-type boundaries) that are 
sufficiently high to induce hydrate dissociation in the various experiments. 
The three experiments and the corresponding simulation cases differed from 
each other only in the boundary temperatures of the circulating water. Table 
3 also lists the boundary temperatures in the various experiments and cases,
as well as the kθw values used in the simulations. Figure 5 shows a schematic 
of the initial state (defined by its location in the CH4–H2O phase diagram) of 
the hydrate in the reactor prior to the dissociation, as well as the final states 
in the three experiments. Note that in all cases the pressure and 
temperature were set above the quadruple point of CH4-hydrate to prevent 
the formation of ice.



Figure 5. Initial condition and boundary conditions in cases 1, 2, and 3 in relation to CH4-hydrate Peq–
Teq.

2.4. Determination of the Properties of the Porous Medium

The properties of the porous medium and of the CH4-hydrate are critical 
input parameters in the numerical model. The porosity, ϕ, and the absolute 
permeability, k, of the porous media affect the fluid flow behavior, which in 
turn determines the gas and water production rates. Even more importantly, 
the thermal properties (i.e., the composite thermal conductivity, kθ, and 
specific heat, CR, of the hydrate-impregnated sand) play a critical role in the 
thermally induced dissociation of hydrates (and fluid production) in this study
because they control the heat transfer from the boundaries to support the 
endothermic dissociation reaction.

The porous medium used in this study was unconsolidated filter sand (type 
W9, supplied by River Sands Pte Ltd.) with a quartz content exceeding 99%. 
The values of the flow and thermal properties of the system components 
were measured directly in appropriate experiments in this work, thus 
obtaining accurate data and reducing uncertainties that would have 
complicated the analysis of the laboratory results. Mercury porosimetry test 
on sand samples had determined that ϕ = 0.44 and k = 3.83 Darcy. The 
grain density was measured as ρ = 2650 kg/m3; the sand had an average 
grain size of 212.0 μm and an average pore diameter of 21.8 μm. The fluid 
relative permeabilities and the capillary pressure are described by the 
modified Stone’s model(59) and van Genucheten model(60,61) with 
parameters listed in Table S1 from history-matching techniques and are 
shown in Figures S3 and S4, respectively.

Using a differential scanning calorimetry test, we estimated the specific heat 
of the sand as CR = 800 J/kg/K. From the stoichiometry of the CH4-hydrates 
and basic mass balance equations, the initial saturation of the hydrate in the 
reactor was estimated as SH = 40%, and the aqueous and gas-phase 
saturations were SA = 50% and SG = 10%, respectively.(1) The physical 
properties of the porous media and of the hydrates, as well as important 



constitutive equations describing the behavior of the hydrate-bearing 
system, are summarized in Table S1. All the thermophysical properties of the
water, of the gas, and of the hydrate are provided by appropriate 
correlations that are available in the T+H codes.(35)

2.5. Monitored Variables and Parameters

As discussed earlier, the assumption of the dissociation reaction as an 
equilibrium process (for the reasons explained in section 2.1) leads to a 
matrix equation involving a total of 3744 algebraic equations that need to be
solved at each Newtonian iteration (of the fully implicit method employed in 
T+H) and at each time step. The total simulation time in each case was set 
to 10 h, which was deemed sufficient to ensure complete hydrate 
dissociation and the attainment of a steady state.

In order to compare the numerical predictions of the cumulative gas 
production to the experimental data, we monitored (a) the cumulative gas 
production VT through the pressure outlet of the experimental apparatus 
(accurately represented in the discretized domain), as well as (b) the pore 
volume-averaged properties and conditions (i.e., P, T, SH, SA, and SG) of the 
reactor interior and at specific locations. It is important to note that the heat 
exchange between the reactor and its surrounding (the outer boundary of 
the system) was fully accounted for, allowing estimation of the associated 
energy consumption and the energy efficiency ratio.(31,62)

3. Results and Discussion

We simulated three cases (cases 1, 2, and 3) of hydrate dissociation by 
thermal stimulation induced by three different temperature differentials (ΔT 
= 3.5, 6.0, and 8.0 K; see Table 3). The results of the simulation are 
evaluated through comparison of the experimental data to the predictions of 
the following variables: (1) VT; (2) T; (3) the evolution of SH and SG; and (4) 
the location of the hydrate dissociation front, X(t). In this work, the hydrate 
dissociation front is described by the location where SH begins to fall below 
its initial level. Case 2 (ΔT = 6.0 K) is selected as the reference case. Cases 
2, 4, and 5 differ only in the “wet thermal conductivity (kθw)” values of the 
sand, which are 0.5, 1.5, and 2.5 W/m/K, respectively. The kθw value of 2.5 W/
m/K for quartz sand was estimated from a geometric mean model proposed 
by Cote and Konrad(63)with ϕ = 0.44 in our quartz sandy medium. The 
values of 0.5 and 1.5 W/m/K were also reported in other sandy medium with 
different grain size and sorting(64−66) and are within (although on the low 
end of) the range for sandy porous media.

3.1. Cumulative Gas Production (VT) and Comparison with Experimental Data

Figure 6 shows the experimental data (round dots) and the numerical 
predictions (solid lines) of VTduring dissociation. The agreement between the 
two sets of data is good; the average deviations between the two sets are 
5.8%, 4.8%, and 3.7% in cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. We calculated the 
average rate of gas production during the initial 2 h (Q2h) and estimated the 



time needed for 50% of the hydrate mass to dissociate (t1/2). A comparison of
the VT, Q2h, and t1/2 data between the simulation and experimental results is 
summarized in Table 4. As expected, t1/2 decreases as the boundary 
temperature increases in both the simulation and the experiment results. VT 
in the simulation study is estimated to be 22.84 L in case 2, which is in good 
agreement with the experimental average value of 23.86 L in H5 (exhibiting 
a deviation of 4.4%).

Figure 6. Cumulative gas production (VT) profiles comparison between simulation predictions (cases 1, 
2, and 3) and experimental measurements (H3, H5, and H6).

Table 4. Comparison of VT, t1/2, and Q2h between Simulation Prediction and 
Experimental Observation

simulation study (this work) experimental study(1)

simulation
case

VT(SL
)

t1/2(h
r)

R2h(L/
h)

experimental
case

VT(SL
)

t1/2(hr
)

R2h(L/
h)

case 1 22.40 1.39 6.70 H3 23.26 1.79 6.20

case 2 (base 
case)

22.84 0.69 9.13 H5 23.86 0.89 9.45

case 3 22.92 0.42 10.55 H6 23.28 0.54 11.08

case 4 22.51 0.25 19.97a     



simulation study (this work) experimental study(1)

simulation
case

VT(SL
)

t1/2(h
r)

R2h(L/
h)

experimental
case

VT(SL
)

t1/2(hr
)

R2h(L/
h)

case 5 22.51 0.16 22.05a     

a First hour cumulative gas production rate are reported in cases 4 and 5 
because dissociation completes within 2 h.

The simulation study generally predicts a faster hydrate dissociation rate 
and, consequently, a shorter t1/2 and a faster Q2h than the experiment. The 
faster dissociation is attributed to the following two factors: (a) the 
assumption of equilibrium dissociation and, to a lesser extent, (b) to the 
assumption of uniform hydrate distribution at the beginning of dissociation. 
Note that the numerical predictions indicate faster (than the experimental) 
dissociation despite the fact that the thermal conductivity values in this 
study (which is controlled by heat transfer rather than flow processes) are on
the lower end of the spectrum. This tends to further support the conclusion 
that kinetic retardation is the reason for the experimental t1/2.

On the basis of past experimental observations,(1) not all of the methane 
gas released from the complete hydrate dissociation is collected in the 
receiver because of the backpressure (P = 4.5 MPa) implemented. We 
employ the concept of gas recovery ratio (GRR) in order to assess the 
cumulative gas production from a reservoir engineering perspective. GRR is 
defined as the ratio of CH4 recovered from the pressure outlet to the amount 
of CH4 dissociated in the hydrate reactor. The initial amount of CH4 in the 
reactor pore volume is 28.0 L (STP), as estimated by T+H. The final overall 
GRR values calculated from the simulation results are 80.0%, 81.6%, and 
81.9%, corresponding to the increasing boundary temperatures in cases 1, 2,
and 3, respectively. The GRR values estimated from the experimental results
are 83.1%, 85.2%, and 83.1%. These values suggest that (a) there is a good 
agreement between the numerical simulation and the experimental results 
and (b) that the different boundary temperatures (280.7–285.2 K) have a 
limited effect on the GRR, which remains practically the same in all cases. 
This was expected because all the boundary temperatures are comfortably 
above the equilibrium dissociation temperature of the hydrate at the 
pressure of the experiment, which means that about the same amount of 
hydrate will be dissociated in all cases, with the only difference being the 
rate at which the dissociation proceeds. Thus, it can be expected that 
different temperatures applied at the boundary will not have a strong impact
on the final GRR at the end of MH dissociation with the same backpressure in



a hydrate-bearing reactor if these temperatures are above the equilibrium 
temperature of hydrate dissociation at the reactor pressure. However, 
deviations may exist (and are normal and expected) from batch to batch in 
experiments because of inevitable differences in the packing of the sand, 
which may affect its porosity and its thermophysical properties.

3.2. Evolution of the Spatial Distribution of SH, SG, and SA

A powerful feature of numerical simulation is its capability to help visualize 
the saturations of different phases inside the hydrate reactor. This capability 
can provide important insights on how hydrate, aqueous, and gas phases 
distribute and evolve during the hydrate dissociation process. Figure 7a–f 
shows the evolution of SH inside the reactor at different times (from t = 10 
min to t = 250 min). It can be seen that the dissociation of the hydrate core 
precedes both radially and vertically inside the cylindrical hydrate reactor 
once the boundary-wall temperature is increased. As expected, the 
dissociation progressed from the outer rim (where the higher-temperature 
boundary was located) toward the inner part of the core. The shape of the 
hydrate block is cylindrical at the beginning and continues to shrink while 
maintaining a symmetric (but increasingly ellipsoidal) shape as dissociation 
proceeds.

Figure 7. Evolution of SH spatial distribution from (a) t = 10.0 min to (f) t = 250.0 min in case 2 with 
three zones identified shown in panel c (i.e., dissociated hydrate zone, nondissociated hydrate zone, 
and hydrate dissociation front).

Three different zones are identified at each time shown in Figure 7c: (a) the 
nondissociated hydrate zone, in which SH is about 0.4 and remains practically
constant; (b) a hydrate-free dissociated hydrate zone where its SH = 0; and 



(c) a sharp hydrate dissociation front where SHdecreases rapidly from 0.4 to 
0. In the hydrate-free region, gas and water occupy the pore volume, and the
spatial distributions of their saturations are expected to be heterogeneous 
and complex: methane gas will tend to rise and concentrate at the top 
because of buoyancy while water will likely concentrate at the bottom of the 
reactor because of gravity, but the gravitational effects on the SA 
distributions will be mitigated to a certain degree because of capillary 
effects.

These expectations are confirmed in Figures 8a–f and 9a–f, which show the 
evolution of the spatial distribution of SG (containing mostly CH4) and SA 
during hydrate dissociation from t = 10 min to t = 250 min. SG is initially low 
and maintained at about the 10% level in the nondissociated hydrate zone 
inside the reactor. Reviewing SG in the dissociated hydrate zone, as depicted 
in Figure 7a–c, the gas concentration is initially high at the hydrate 
dissociation front. Methane gas slowly migrates toward the upper section of 
the reactor because of buoyancy, where it accumulates, reaching a final 
saturation of about 75–80%. The gas released from the dissociating hydrate 
is discharged through the pressure outlet of the hydrate reactor, driven by 
the increasing Pin the reactor. Conversely, the water released from the 
hydrate dissociation moves downward because of gravity and accumulates 
at the bottom of the reactor as depicted in Figure 9a–c, where SG decreases 
to 10–15% and SA increase to 85–90%.

Figure 8. Evolution of SG spatial distribution from (a) t = 10.0 min to (f) t = 250.0 min in case 2 with 
three zones identified shown in panel c (i.e., enriched gas zone, enriched water zone, and 
nondissociated hydrate zone).



Figure 9. Evolution of SA spatial distribution from (a) t = 10.0 min to (f) t = 250.0 min in case 2 with 
three zones identified shown in panel c (i.e., enriched gas zone, enriched water zone, and 
nondissociated hydrate zone).

A close examination on the inward advancement of the hydrate dissociation 
front along the radial direction, as estimated from the simulation study, 
indicates that this occurs at a decreasing rate of advance. Figure 10 shows a 
very strong linear correlation between the location of the advancing hydrate 
dissociation front X(t) and t1/2 for all cases (1 to 3). Correlation analysis yields
the best linear fit lines as X(t) = 5.31 × 10–4 t1/2, X(t) = 4.49 × 10–4 t1/2, and 
X(t) = 3.02 × 10–4 t1/2 in cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The rate of advance 
of the hydrate dissociation front (represented by the gradient of the linear fit 
line) increases with an increasing boundary-wall temperature.



Figure 10. Location of hydrate dissociation front X(t) against t1/2 in cases 1, 2, and 3.

This linear relationship between hydrate dissociation front and time to the 
power of 1/2 is entirely analogous to the analytical model of Paterson(67,68) 
for heat-transfer and phase change (ice melting) problems in cylindrical 
domains, which is described as X(t) = 2ξ(αt)1/2. For a thermal diffusivity of 
methane hydrate α = 2.04 × 10–7 m2/s (as measured by Rosenbaum et al.
(69)), the nondimensional parameter ξ is calculated as 1.02, 2.26, and 3.16 
in cases 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Although ice melting and hydrate 
dissociation are different processes (because of the release of gas in the 
case of hydrates), there may exist sufficient similarity to allow the use of 
such an equation as an approximate tool for the estimation of the rate of 
advance of hydrate dissociation inside a reactor exposed to different 
boundary temperatures. A similar methodology has been applied in the 
numerical study of hydrate dissociation by depressurization.(70)

3.3. Evolution of the Spatial Distribution of T

Figure 11a–f shows numerical predictions of the evolution of the spatial 
distribution of T inside the hydrate reactor over time (from t = 10 min to t = 
250 min) in case 2 (ΔT = 6.0 K). Figure 12 shows the predicted phase 
saturations and T along the radial direction at z = −60.1 mm and at t = 100 
min. It is obvious that the spatial distribution of T depends on the distribution
of SH and the loci of hydrate dissociation. A clear temperature difference 
exists between the nondissociated and the dissociated/dissociating hydrate 
zone. Within the nondissociated hydrate region, T is maintained at 
approximately 278.6 K (Teq at the P = 4.5 MPa). Outside the hydrate region, 
T keeps increasing from Teq to the boundary-wall temperature (T = 283.2 K). 
The heat flowing from the boundary wall into the reactor has to propagate 
through the sandy porous medium of the dissociated zone. This zone, the 
pore space of which is occupied by gas and water, and its expanding size 
decelerates the rate of advance of the dissociation front because heat 
flowing from the boundary wall has to cover an increasing distance to the 
hydrate. Note that there is a significant assumption underlying all the results
discussed in Figures 6–12, namely, that the hydrate saturation at the 
beginning of the dissociation process is uniform in the entire reactor volume.
This is a significant assumption that can significantly affect both the 
cumulative production results and the predictions of the spatial distributions 
of P, T, and phase saturations.



Figure 11. Evolution of T spatial distribution from (a) t = 10 min to (f) t = 250 min in case 2.

Figure 12. T, SA, SG, and SH along radial direction at z = −60.0 mm for t = 100 min in case 2.

Figure 13 shows a comparison of the evolution of T obtained from the 
simulation results and from the experimental measurements at the two 
specific locations (Ta4 and Tb4) shown in the included schematic. In the 
experimental study,(1) 12 thermal sensors were installed inside the hydrate 
reactor. Six of them were located at r = 25.0 mm from the center of the 
reactor, and the remaining six were located at r = 38.0 mm (Figure 4). The 
two locations indicated in the schematic in Figure 13 were part of the sensor 
array, and the numerical simulation study monitored the evolution of 
temperatures at these locations, which had been selected to be close to the 
center core of the reactor. It can be seen that the numerical predictions and 



the experimental results show temperatures rising from its initial level of 
277.2 K to the final temperature equal to that of the boundary wall (283.2 K) 
in about 4.0 h. As expected, the temperature rise at r = 25.0 mm lags behind
that at r = 38.0 mm because of its greater distance from the constant-
temperature boundary. This is observed in both the experimental study and 
in the numerical predictions, but the lag is far more pronounced in the 
numerical results. This significant delay is attributed not only to the greater 
distance from the boundary but also to the heterogeneity of the sand 
packing and of the hydrate saturation (neither of which could be determined 
without the use of CT scanning) and to the assumption of an equilibrium 
dissociation reaction that results in intense localized temperature variations 
that take time to propagate through the system.

Figure 13. Evolution of T at Ta4 and Tb4 positions shown in schematic in case 2.

Expanding on this point, the significant deviation between the experimental 
measurements and the simulation results is the time at which T remains at 
the level of the hydrate equilibrium temperature (T = 278.6 K at the reactor 
pressure). The experimental data exhibit a short dip in temperature near the 
hydrate equilibrium temperature that lasts about 10 min. Conversely, the 
simulation results are characterized by a temperature that remains constant 
at the equilibrium level for about 1.8 h at Ta4 (r = 25.0 mm) and 0.7 h at Tb4 
(r = 38.0 mm). To explain the deviation between the two results, three 
primary reasons are identified: (a) the heterogeneity in the initial hydrate 
saturation distribution inside the hydrate reactor; (b) uncertainty about the 
thermal properties of the sand–hydrate–fluid system, which had not been 
measured directly; and (c) the assumption of equilibrium (as opposed to 
kinetic) dissociation.

In the apparatus used for the experiments that are numerically analyzed in 
our study, the thermal stimulation is controlled by the temperature of the 
reactor boundary wall. Thus, it is almost certain hydrates would concentrate 
next to the reactor walls during hydrate formation or the bottom of the 
reactor, with SH decreasing toward the center of the reactor. However, the 



spatial distribution of SHis also strongly dependent on the initial distribution 
of SA and SG (i.e., the location of the water injection, the duration for the 
water drainage) and the flow properties of the sandy medium (Pcap, Sirw, ϕ, 
and k). Upon dissociation, this initial SH spatial distribution is expected to 
lead to a rapid dissociation near the reactor boundary, with the inner part 
responding later and slower (in terms of changing T). Thus, the 
heterogeneous distribution of the hydrate will significantly affect the 
Tdistribution, as the former affects both the location and the rate of the 
endothermic dissociation reaction, as well as the heat flow through the 
system.

As discussed earlier, the thermal conductivity of wet sand kθw in this study is 
0.5 W/m/K. This is within the possible range for quartz sand but is close to 
the very low end of the range,(64,66) and there is no certainty that is an 
accurate estimate. Direct measurements are needed to provide accurate kθw 
inputs for the numerical model and thus reduce uncertainties and better 
quantify the composite thermal conductivity of hydrate-bearing sediment 
(kθ),(54,71) the heat flow, and overall thermal behavior in the reactor. 
Finally, in the equilibrium model assumed in the simulations, hydrate 
dissociation occurs at equilibrium (Peq–Teq) conditions. In a kinetic model, 
hydrate dissociation is possible at nonequilibrium conditions and is 
characterized by a kinetic retardation that allows more time of heat 
propagation and lessening of the intense localizations of temperature 
associated with equilibrium dissociation. Thus, a kinetic model is likely to 
result in a more diffusive hydrate dissociation front and a much smoother 
shape of the T-distribution.(23)

In addition, the deviated evolution of T could also be attributed to the heat 
transport model, which may not adequately capture the pore-scale and 
microscale behavior during CH4-hydrate dissociation. During a thermally 
induced CH4-dissociation process with high water saturation (SA > 50%), both
direct dissociation as well as local rearrangements of nonuniform hydrates 
can happen in the pore space. Moreover, adsorbed layers on minerals at the 
surface of quartz sand are thin (1.5 nm roughly(72)) and very sensitive to 
heat. It was also shown from previous molecular dynamic studies(73−75) 
that nanobubbles tend to form under a fast CH4 hydrate dissociation rate. 
Therefore, the whole dynamics of hydrate particles dissociation and the 
release of gas and bridging water between the mineral layer and hydrate are
very complex. The heat transport problem is actually very geometry-
dependent because hydrates will not be cementing, and the hydrate particle 
geometry will not follow the shape of the pore when diminishing. Thus, there 
is a strong need to observe these microscale and pore-scale behaviors 
during CH4-hydrate formation and dissociation in laboratories and to further 
develop a more representative model accounting for these phenomena.

3.4. Sensitivity Analysis of the Effect of the Thermal Conductivity of Sand 
(kθw)



In this study of thermally induced hydrate dissociation by means of heating 
through the system boundaries (the reactor walls, kept at constant 
temperatures), the limited potential for significant flow within the reactor 
indicates that the dissociation is likely to be controlled by thermal processes,
leading to a belief that the thermal conductivity of the sand may have a 
major effect on the hydrate dissociation rate. To investigate this issue, we 
conducted a sensitivity analysis study involving three different kθw (0.5, 1.5, 
and 2.5 W/m/K in cases 2, 4 and 5, respectively; see Table 3). In all these the
boundary temperature was the same as in the reference case 2 (ΔT = 6.0 K).
The kθw values used in this study are within the range (but at the low end of 
it) reported in laboratory studies.(64) Note that it is important to conduct 
laboratory studies in order to develop reliable models describing the effects 
of the porosity and of the saturations of various phases on the composite kθw 
of porous media. Although the presence of various phases is known to have 
a significant impact on kθw,(76) the subject is far from resolved, and more 
supporting studies are needed in order to quantify the problem.

Figure 14 shows VT predicted in cases 2, 4, and 5. The total volume of 
produced gas (VT) estimated in cases 4 and 5 is 22.51 L, indicating a gas 
recovery of 80.39%, which is close to the value of 81.6% in the reference 
case 2. The t1/2 and Q2h for cases 4 and 5 are also included in Table 4. From 
t1/2 = 0.69 in case 2, t1/2 declines significantly to 0.25 and 0.16 h with the 
increasing sand thermal conductivity in cases 4 and 5, respectively. In both 
cases 4 and 5, the time to complete hydrate dissociation is less than 2 h (see
Figure 14). These results confirm expectations: because flow is limited and 
dissociation is controlled by conductive heat flows, the rate of hydrate 
dissociation and methane gas production increases with an increasing kθw 
when all other thermophysical properties are the same. Note that t1/2 and Q2h 
for cases 4 and 5 (which are based on more reasonable thermal conductivity 
values) indicate much faster dissociation than what was observed in the 
laboratory experiment of case H5, providing further support to the earlier 
conclusion that the hydrate dissociation in case H5 could be a kinetic 
process.



Figure 14. Cumulative gas production profile in cases 2, 4, and 5 with different sand wet thermal 
conductivities (kθw).

Figure 15 plots the position of the hydrate dissociation front X(t) against t1/2 
in cases 2, 4, and 5. A linear relationship is again identified and shown. The 
results in Figure 15 clearly show that the rate of advance of the hydrate 
dissociation front increases with an increasing kθw of the porous medium and 
confirm the earlier observations (Figure 14).

Figure 15. Location of hydrate dissociation front X(t) against t1/2 in cases 2, 4, and 5 with different sand
wet thermal conductivities (kθw).

3.5. Total Energy Consumption (QH) and Energy Efficiency Ratio

To evaluate the potential of gas production from hydrate reactor using 
thermal stimulation, we computed the total energy consumption for all 
simulated cases by monitoring the heat flow around the reactor boundary 
and then evaluated the overall energy efficiency ratio. The concept of EER in 
the context of gas production from hydrates was used by Selim and 
Sloan(28,31) and a number of hydrate dissociation experiments using 
various thermal stimulation techniques [e.g., huff and puff, steam-assisted 
gravity drainage (SAGD), and hot water flooding(10,77−81)]. EER is defined 
as the ratio of the energy content of the recovered CH4 to the total heat 
input to the system shown in eq 1:(1)where VT is the cumulative amount of 
methane produced and QH is the total amount of heat input; QC represents 
the heating value (heat of combustion) of CH4 (3.97 × 107 J/m3 CH4 at 
STP(82)). VT can be estimated from the simulation results, and QH can be 
calculated by integrating heat flow over time.

Table 5 summarizes the VT and QH estimated from the simulation of the 
hydrate reactor experiments. The computed overall EER is in the range of 
14.0–16.2. These values are higher than those reported by Selim and 
Sloan(28) (6.2–11.4), but these differences were expected because their 
analysis involved a very different system: a 1D hydrate-bearing sediment 
with ϕ = 0.3 studied by using an analytical model. The results for cases 1, 2, 
and 3 indicate that higher QHis associated with higher boundary-wall 



temperature, thus yielding a smaller EER value (as computed by eq 1). As 
expected, the value of composite thermal conductivity (cases 2, 4, and 5) 
has practically no effect on EER because QH is computed over the time to 
complete dissociation: the same total amount of energy is needed to effect 
full dissociation regardless of the rate of heat transport, hence the practical 
coincidence of the EER values.

Table 5. Estimated Total Gas Production (VT), Total Energy Consumption (QH),
and the Calculated EER for All Simulated Cases

simulated case total gas production
(SL)

total energy consumption
(kJ)

EER

case 1 22.40 52.11 16.1
8

case 2 (base 
case)

22.84 57.75 14.8
9

case 3 22.92 61.57 14.0
1

case 4 22.51 57.75 14.6
7

case 5 22.51 57.75 14.6
7

4. Summary and Conclusion

In this study, we analyze numerically an earlier set of laboratory experiments
of thermally induced hydrate dissociation in a sandy porous media in a 1.0 L 
hydrate reactor. We use the TOUGH+Hydrate v1.5 simulator and we describe
the cylindrical reactor by a 2D axi-symmetric cylindrical mesh. Three 
simulated cases (cases 1, 2, and 3) describe the different thermal boundary 
temperatures used in the experimental studies. Two additional cases (cases 
4 and 5) do not reproduce laboratory experiments but are sensitivity 
investigations designed to evaluate the effect of the “wet” thermal 
conductivity (i.e., when fully saturated with water) of sand (kθw) on (a) the 
dynamic hydrate dissociation behavior and (b) on gas release and 



production. There is a good agreement between the simulation results and 
the experimentally determined cumulative gas production over time.

The numerically computed spatial distributions of SH, SG, and SA over time 
show that hydrate dissociates inward from the reactor boundary toward the 
inner core of the reactor and is characterized by a sharp hydrate dissociation
front. Methane gas migrates to the outer shell of the reactor first and 
gradually accumulates at the upper section of the reactor because of 
buoyancy. A close examination on the location of the numerical prediction of 
the hydrate dissociation front X(t) suggests a linear relationship with t1/2. 
Sensitivity analysis indicates that the rate of hydrate dissociation increases 
with kθw, which is in line with expectations because the conditions of the 
dissociation experiments are such that they are dominated by thermal (as 
opposed to flow) processes. Under the conditions of the thermally induced 
hydrate dissociation using boundary-wall heating of the experiments that we 
analyzed, the calculated overall EER values vary between 14.0 and 16.2, 
suggesting a high efficiency for energy recovery.

The numerical predictions of the rate of gas production and of the rate of 
advance of the dissociation front indicate faster dissociation than estimated 
in the laboratory experiments using different values of kθw, and there is 
divergence between the measured and predicted evolution of temperature at
the sensor locations. These deviations are attributed to three factors: (i) the 
assumption of uniformity in the initial hydrate saturation SH, the validity of 
which cannot be ascertained without access to CT scanning; (ii) the 
assumption of dissociation as an equilibrium (as opposed to kinetic) reaction;
and, to a lesser extent, (iii) uncertainty in the value of kθw. The results tend to
indicate that hydrate dissociation, as executed in the experiments, was a 
kinetic process.

The main conclusions that are drawn from this study are as follows:

(a) Knowledge of the initial spatial distributions and heterogeneity of the 
various phase saturations in hydrate-bearing media is an important (and 
possibly critical) input in the analysis of hydrate dissociation experiments. If 
it is not possible to determine experimentally these distributions (e.g., by 
using a CT scanning process), then, at a minimum, numerically predicted 
distributions should be used. These will need to accurately reflect the 
controlled laboratory conditions under which the artificial hydrate samples 
had been synthesized. We plan to follow this process in a future analysis the 
laboratory study analyzed here.(1)

(b) The numerical predictions based on the assumption that hydrate 
dissociation is described by an equilibrium reaction lead to faster dissociation
than what has been observed in laboratory experiments. Sensitivity analysis 
indicates that this cannot be explained only by the thermal conductivity 
value, thus providing evidence of kinetic retardation. This appears to be 
consistent with earlier observations(23) that kinetic behavior is important in 
short-term processes such as laboratory experiments and needs to be 



considered in their analysis. In a future study, we plan to thoroughly explore 
the issue.
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Symbols

A aqueous phase

CR heat capacity of rock (J/kg/K)

EER energy efficiency ratio

G gas phase

GRR gas recovery ratio

H hydrate phase

k intrinsic permeability (m2)

krA relative permeability of aqueous phase

krG relative permeability of gas phase

kθ
composite thermal conductivity of hydrate bearing sediment 
(W/m/K)

kθd thermal conductivity of dry porous medium (W/m/K)

kθw
thermal conductivity of fully saturated porous medium (W/m/
K)

nA, nG
parameters in modified Stone’s model for relative 
permeability

NH hydration number

P pressure (Pa)

P0 air entry pressure (Pa)

Pcap capillary pressure (Pa)

QC heat of combustion of methane gas (J/m3)

QH total heat supply to the hydrate reactor (J)

STP standard temperature and pressure (273 K and 1 atm)

S* effective water saturation



t time (s)

T temperature (K)

ΔT temperature differential (K)

VT cumulative gas production at time (SL)

X(t) hydrate dissociation front location as a function of time (m)

Δr discretization along the r axis (mm)

Δz discretization along the z axis (mm)

ΔH0 associated enthalpy due to hydrate dissociation (kJ/mol)

Subscripts and Superscripts

A aqueous phase

cap Capillary

eq equilibrium conditions

G gas phase

H hydrate phase

irA irreducible aqueous phase

irG irreducible gas phase

I ice phase

Lw liquid water phase

M methane component

R Rock

W water component

Greek Letters

ρ density (kg/m3)

ϕ Porosity

ξ nondimensional parameter for hydrate dissociation location

λ parameter in the capillary pressure model of van Genuchten
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